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Oversold theball
tickets
leave fall
:

Dropping

formal goers out in the cold

Megan Lee
Staff Writer
SEAC employees say they didn't know it
the time, but their mistake of overselling
by 100 tickets left lines ofpeople out in the
cold, eager to get in.
Seattle University Events and Activities
Council (SEAC) originally thought the capacity of the designated area of the Space
Needle was 250.
On Wednesday, whenthey discovered that
the actual capacity was 300, they meant to
print an additional 50 tickets but instead 150
were produced.
"As soonas we found out too many tick—
ets werebeing soldwe stoppedit butat that
point it was too late," said Nicole Palmiter,
SEAC president.
"People were having a good time and
stayed, and the Space Needle people said it
was fullandwe couldn'tlet morepeople in,"
addedPalmiter. "Theyhadtheoption to wait
for people to leave so they could get in or
leave and get a refund."
People put their names on the list. Some
people didn't get in until midnight and the
60 or 70 who didn't get in were very upset,
according to Palmiter.
The people working for the Space Needle
Students crowded the dance floor upstairs as others demanded refunds outsideFall Ball.
were very accommodating, according to
Palmiter. andtried to let peoplequeueinside she learnedhow the tiniestlittle mistake can we arerefundingmoney, it doesn'tmake up vocal. Bad news travels faster," Palmiter
in the corridor leadingup to the elevator,and cause thebiggest problems.Kirchmeier said for the preparationand missing out on this added.
at

some weregiven the optionto waitup on the
observationdeck.
KierstinKirchmeier , the SEAC representative whohelpedcoordinate thedance, said

she feels worse than anyone about the fall

ball confusion.
"Iapologizeto everyone who waited out
in the cold," said Kirchmeier. "Even though

big event."

"The400people who—got inaren't who you
—

are going to hear from but the minority
the people whowere turned away havebeen

Terra Townsend, sophomorecriminaljustice major, andAdam Wood, sophomorepre-

See BALL, Page 4

A provoacative topic: Open talk about sex on campus
MadeleineHottman

Staff writer
Sex pervadesthelives ofevery mammal, inhumans it seems
to bea taboo topic, but many feel that discussionandeducation is important to finding solutions to sexual justice issues.
This year, Seattle University's salon program is focused
on sex issues,especially issues thatconcernhomosexual and
transgender identity and lifestyle. Theyare forums in which
anyone can express an opinion and listen to the opinions of
others.
The number ofissues this campus could facilitate discus-

sionabout is infinite. But why sex?Sex is such a liberal topic
to talk about, and who wants to talk about it?
"Inorder for SU to become apremier institution,wehave
to ask premierquestions," said Dr. Mara Adelman, the Academic Day Director and organizerofthe salons. "Thosequestions are controversial."
Adelmanalso cited the Jesuit mission, which is to educate
the whole person. Salons help educate individuals from all
walksof life andmake those studentsfeel welcome. Shealso
stressed that it is not enough to tolerate people's differences
— those differences should be accepted and celebrated. A
discussion on these issues is important to break down prejudices and misunderstandings that make celebration of
someone's individuality difficult.
Through these discussions, which are encouragedby university officials, students can better understand themselves
and their issues.
Dr. Tim Leary, Vice President of Student Development,
encouraged the discussion of sexual issues on SU's campus.
He, like Adelman, thought that the free exchange of ideas
helps students make informed decisions about themselves.
This free exchangeis respectful of the Catholic and Jesuit
traditions on which the campus is founded, but at the same
time, it brings into consideration all types ofissues.
"This is one of the most progressive Jesuit institutions,"
Leary said. He also thought that because sexual justice issues are the topic of discussion on a campus like SU's, it
shows how concerned the university is for the education of
the individual as a whole.
Some may stillargue that SU is tooconservative. Recently,
atalksponsoredby MECHA todiscuss AIDS was cancelled.
There are a number of reasons the various parties involved
had for its cancellation. Howeverpopular knowledge,claims
that Student Development wouldn't allow the talk because it
involved distributing condoms.
"Iwas surprised," Leary said. "1hadno knowledge that it
was cancelled."

Leary said that Student Development wouldnot allow condom distribution becauseitis indirect violation ofone ofthe
school's policies. Leary also mentioned that the speaker was
not going to hand out condoms as part of his presentation
and this was not an essential part ofhis talk. Theleaders of

—
MECHA couldhave had the talk just without the condoms.
"We areunder no obligation to distribute condoms," Leary
said. The policy stating that condoms are not to be distributed by the school or a school-sponsored club on campus is
simply inaccordance with the Jesuit tradition.
The AIDS talk is another example ofSU trying to help the
free exchange ofideas happen so students can make informed
decisions about their lives. Because it did not happen, some
people blame the school, but in reality, the university is in
support of discussing all topics regardless oftheirprovocative nature.
Others say that the subjects of salons and talks like those
mentioned earlier don't go along with the Catholic teachings. Ifstudents are given the views ofothers and have the
opportunity to see something outside of what they consider
normal, they have a more fully developedsense of self and
community.
Sexual issues abound even outside the campus, and eyebrows have been raised at the distribution of The Stranger
on campus. The Stranger is a weekly newspaper that often
has interestingsubject matter.
"I think it is a wonderful idea," Brian Johnson, a junior
theology major, said when askedabout his views on the distributionof The Stranger."It's the voice of social reality."
TheStranger,withits risqueadvertisements and primarily
sarcastic andcontroversial articles is another exampleof the
way SU is at once progressive and helping the individual to
experience thereal world. This newspaper is an example of
the type ofculture that is in Seattle, and SU helps students
become aware of the different aspects of this world instead

See SEX, Page 4
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Seattle University Security Report
tention at 9:15 a.m., when CPS responded to a calland found the instrument at the intersection of 10th
and E. Columbia. Security capped
the syringe and placed it in a biohazard box for the appropriate incineration process.

sponded to a report that individuals unaffiliated with the
Tuesday, 11/18/03
university were inside the
lobby at 10:45 p.m. in search of
It was no anthrax attack. >
a female student.When the CPS
Still, a mysterious gray powder led a female Campion resistaffapproached the group, the
group proceeded to shout prodent to notify CPS of the poMaleInfiltratorsThreaten
fanities and threatening retentially dangerous doorstep
Female Student
marks. The group eventually
decoration she found at 11 Laptop Loser
Monday 11/24/03
took their leave, but not witha.m. CPS gathered samples for
Friday, 11/21
out leaving a threatening mesevidenced and cleaned the rest
A male and friends toojc trackThis thief obviously knew what ing a little too seriously lastMon- sage on the female's voice meshe/she wanted. After leaving a day in Campion Hall. CPS re- sage machine.
laptop, two bags, and a book bag
Crackdown on prowlers
near lockers in Sullivan Hall for
Wednesday, 11/19/03
several hours, a victim discovered
At approximately 1:30 p.m. their laptop missing and reported
CPS tracked an auto prowl in it to CPS at 11:15 a.m. The backprogress throughcity streets to pack remained untouched. The
the front of the Connolly Cen- laptop is a Dell in a black Dell
ter. CPS officers stalled the laptop computer bag, and any tips
suspect while SPD units re- on the theft should be reported to
sponded. In custody the sus- Public Safety at ext. 5991.
pect emptied the contents of
his pockets: a stolen cell Runaway Walkman
phone, a screw driver, and a
Tuesday, 11/18/03
pipe.
crack
The bookstore alerted CPS of a
possible
shoplift in progress at
Syringe
Stray
8:45 a.m. A plainclothed CPS ofTuesday, 11/18/03
ficer responded, spotted and folA discarded syringe drew at- lowed the suspect untilSPD units

Strange Substance

{CORRECTION

n the Nov. 20 issue of The Spectator, Nic Lano was
ncorrectly called a junior in the "Basketball begins
virth season openers" article. Nic is a senior.

I

arrived. The suspect was arrested
and taken into custody several
blocks west of campus, with two
stolen CD players in his possession.

EVERY THURSDAYNIGHT IS S.U. NIGHT!

I

Got Graphic Design Skills?
Apply your creativity by applying to be The
Spectator Cover
Editor
contact Erica Terence at
terence@seattleu.edu or

296-6476for details
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"Straight" uses humor to express views
MadeleineHottman
Writer

(ff

"Straight", a one man comedy
tten and played by David
mader was the subject ofanacademic salon held in Pigott 102 on
Wednesday, Nov. 19 sponsored by
ASSU.Thisplay examines conversion therapyin whichgaysand lesbians attempt tocure themselves of
and become

tmosexuality

tance ofone's sexuality and therole

of religion in that discovery.
Schmader lightly criticized conversion therapy in a semi-autobiographical play.
This humorous portrayal of the
different views people hold onhomosexualityanalyzed the views of
different people involved in
Schmader's undercover journey.
For instance, Schmader's parents
were the subjects of much of the
humor because they were accepting and cannot be "blamed" for his
choices. As Schmader toldhis story
of going undercover, much of the
humorrevolved around the ex-gay
support group and retreat in Texas
on Christian heterosexuality.

khmader is a playwright and
ociate editor for The Stranger.
imader started writing the popculture and politics column "Last
Days" for The Stranger in 1998.
Schmader is theauthor of threesolo
Schmader made fun of views of
comedies including "Straight,"
and individuals that most
religions
"Exploring Whoring," and "Letter
consider
to be misguided.
would
Thisplay, however, did not attempt
This salon is one in a series of
to attack these views but rather
salons that are meant to create a
wantedto findmeaninginthem. In
coherent and unified forum for
order
to find meaning inissues such
sexualjustice issues.
as accepting homosexuality,
"The goal of the salons is to creSchmader portrayed all the characate a coherent, holistic program in
ters inpositive ways,when it would
which students from all walks of
have
been easy to show them as
life feel welcome," said Dr. Mara
ignorant
and biased.
Adelman, theAcademic Day Direcmost prominent character
The
tor and organizerof the salons.
was his mentor at the Texas retreat
Adelman said that salons, suchas
at which the campers were sup"Straight" were engaging and pro- posed
to become closer to the cure
vocative,but that they also have a
homosexuality. This led to
good student responsebecause they of their
jokes about religion.
many
apply to issues students face.
While Schmader poked fun at
Adelman added that the salons are
religion
andmadecrude jokesabout
a part of the Jesuit mission, which
it,he interpreted religionin a posifocuses on the education of the
tive light.
wholeperson.

.

Straight focused on the accep-

"If I try to say something pro-

found, it just sounds stupider,"

Schmader said after the play during the discussion portion of the
salon. Instead of trying to make his
points seriously, Schmader saidhe
liked to make them ironically
and sarcastically
He wantedthe audience to
bristle a little at some of his
jokes, and he wanted to use
others to make a point. The
stand-up comedy that was
thrown in the midst of the essay-style monologue helped
Schmader make the point that
tolerance of the majority isjust
as important as the majority's
respect for the minority.
Although it would have
beeneasy to attack the people
who are critical ofhomosexuality,Schmader decided that he
would be compassionate and
"be the grown-up." He wants
to lead by example; the other
—
sides the uncompassionate
—
and prejudiced will hope-

ploration ofbeinggay inAmerica," "Straight", upcoming salons, and
and "David Schmader is a wicked information about sexual justice,
witdisguised as a God-fearing farm the Academic Salon web site can
http://
found
at:
be
boy."
To find more information about www.seattleu.edu/academicsalons.

fully follow if they are not

alienated.
Brian Johnson, a junior theology major, thought that the
salon was a wonderful idea.
"It presented the voice of
social reality,"Johnson said of
the salon. He added that after
attending the salon he was
more likely to read The
Stranger.

Seattle Weekly said of
Straight,"Brilliant,biting,and
fall-off-your-seat funny, ambi- David Schmader introduceshis comedic
tious, fiercely intelligent ex- titled, "Straight" at an academic salon.

A.J. Chavez

play en-

New Environmental Council forms at SU
Megan Lee

E

Environmental Council (EC) is formSeattle University,
on-campus group has been working
since early October to form an EC, comprised
ofstudents, staffand faculty. Thiscouncil will
be involved inadvising environmental policies and norms for the university. TheEC is
currently in the beginning phases, but they
have statedtheir mission"to offer adviceand
leadership regarding the identification,creation, assessmentand implementation ofenplanning and policies for the
iversity."
We need to bring indiverse people on the
council, we hope to see new voices in the
group," said the outspoken Kevin Uhl,EC
advocate and junior ecological studies major.
—
"The council will only be so big and 1
imagine a lot of faculty will be interested in
this council. We are hoping torotate. Students
obviously move on, but we might shift faculty and staff, but some will stay due to title

Kjnmental

and situation."

So far there have been a handful of students, a few staff members and a stratified
group offaculty expressinginterestin theEC.

Uhl mentioned manypeople on campus are
very interested and supportive; though they
might not have time yet to commit to the
council.
As stated in the mission statement the
council's basic goal will be to promoteleadership and the common good of the campus,

"We are a premiere university," said Dr.
David Brubaker, Associate Professor of Biology and Director of Ecological Studies.
"Being a premiere university weneed to set
and example to lookup to. There shouldbe a
spiritual nature connected to the council as
well, it will be unique."
Thecouncilbelieves what theyare proposing follows the Jesuit/Catholicmission. They
also believe to remain a premiereuniversity
we need to evaluate how things are done,
whichis precisely whatthe EC intends to do.
It appears that SU willbe the firstJesuit University to have a specific council of this kind,
if things are done right.
"Weare lookingat thegood of the students
first," mentioned Uhl."For example we don't
use pesticides on campus, whichis good for
the birds, which brighten the student's day."
Uhl also noted that the Jesuits alsohave a
mission statement from the 34th General
Congregation of the Society of Jesus, #58,
1995. It is "Preserving the integrity of creation underlies growing concern for the environment.Ecologicalequilibrium and a sustainable, equitable use of the world's resources areimportant elementsof justice towardsall the communities in our present'global village;' they are also matters of justice
towards future generations who will inherit
whatever we leave them. Unscrupulous exploitation of natural resources and the environment degrades the quality of life; it destroys cultures and sinks the poor in misery.
We need to promote attitudes and policies
which will create responsible relationships
to the environment of our shared world, of
which we are only stewards.

Those in the group have been meeting to
develop lists of ideas detailing what the EC
will doon campus.They intend tobe a standing committee: reporting and making recommendations, strengthening the image of SU
by demonstrating furtherenvironmental leadership, aiding with the construction ofenvironmental policy decisions,bringing together
sources on campus, while seeking a broad
spectrum of views,opinions andadvice (ideally) from everyone on campus.
"If the front end work is done right, and
the president approves the Environmental
Council as standing SU committee, he will
be responsible to listen to what is brought
forward," said Jerome Federson, Associate
Vice President forFacilities Administration.
"There is no instant power, but it comes
with timeand expertise fromdifferent people
at the university. We hope this is where their
recommendations willbe heard.Ifsomeone
has an issue they could bring it to the council."
These ideas go along with many things the
campus is already doing, such as the on-site
compost facility, the LEED certification, the

row (BEST) Awards and the council aims at
continuing and improving on this tradition.
The BEST Award was accepted by Environmental Services Coordinator Jennifer
Kaufman, whois a proponent fortheEC. She
is also working on writing the SU publica-

tion,A Decade ofExcellence.
"Ihave heard ofcouncils like this at other

universities. It's starting to become common." Kaufman said.
EC s are popular now.They are a symbol,
a "sign of the times". Even the Bush White
House has aCouncil onEnvironmental Quality (CEQ).Congress established the CEQ as
part of the National Environmental Policy
Act of 1969, withadditional responsibilities
providedby the Environmental Quality Improvement Act of 1970.
Currently, the Chair of the CEQ is James
L. Connaughton, who serves as the principal environmentalpolicy adviser to the President. The CEQ reports annuallyon the state
of the environment,oversees federal implementation of the environmental impact assessment processand acts as a refereewhen

agenciesdisagreeoverenvironmental assess-

pesticide-free campusand the generalgravi- ments. Much as SU's EC plans to do.
TheEC plansto be more than a club. They
tation toward wasteprevention.
aspire
to be a standingcommitteeand "envisupportmentioned
Faculties
is
Pederson
iveof the EC, and they expect to be activein ronmental think tank". This think tank is
developing recommendations for decision- aiming at activelyparticipating in decisions
makers.They andother proponentsof theEC beingmade oncampus and guiding thesedebelieve the council will keep the campus cisions in an environmentallysafe manner.
headed in an environmentallysound and conThe next meeting will be Winter Quarter.
The EC invites all interested people to get
scientious direction.
SU has already beenhonored forenviron- involved, for more information contact Dr.
mental leadership at this year's Businesses Brubaker at (bru@seattleu.edu) or Kevin Uhl
for an Environmentally Sustainable Tomor-
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SEX (continued from page 1)

Feds Stage Raid
on Hells Angels

of trying to shelter them from it.
"It challenges your sense of humor," David Schmader, a writer with

until marriage before engaging in
sexual activity, but this is another area
where the school is more liberal in its
views toward sex.
"Most people have already decided
before they come here," said Kathy
Collins,PastoralMinister for Weddings
with Campus Ministry. She said that
the Catholic tradition helps people
choose whether to marry more freely
with fewer conflicts. She also commented that it is personal choice, not
church doctrine that dictates most
peoples' decisions.
As sex becomes more of a topic of
discussion, it allows people to make
their decisions with a more informed
sense of person.
So then it follows that onecouldquestion sex itself on this campus. Co-habi-

The Stranger said about the content
of his paper. "Not everything writLos Angeles Times
ten in it is supposed to be taken literally
and seriously."
A two-yearinvestigation led Wednesday to the arrests of 57
Straight was also the
Schmader's
Hells Angels membersand associates in five Western states on
a
recent
salon that dealt
subject
for
suspicion of firearms violations,narcotics trafficking, possesconcept
with
the
of
conversion
sionofstolen explosives and organizedcriminal activity.
Schmader
commented
that
therapy.
by
federal,
Predawn raids morethan 700
stateand municipal
law enforcement officers in California, Washington, Arizona, the salon was great because it gave
Nevada and Alaska turned up more than 125 firearms, more a good example of how open the
than 1,000rounds ofammunition, several stolenvehicles and a community is. He also mentioned
quarter pound of methamphetamine, the Bureau of Alcohol, that it showed SU wasuniversity that
is concerned with its students and
Tobacco,Firearms and Explosives said.
Donald R.Kincaid,special agentin charge of the ATF'sLos giving them opportunities to find
Angelesoffice,saidthe HellsAngels, whonumberabout 2,500 their identities in an open forum like
worldwide,"seem to have a propensity for trafficking in nar- his presentation.
The Catholic tradition is to wait
cotics and firearms, extortionand things like that.
"They sometimes refer to themselves as somekind ofphilanthropic organization,but I
(continued from page 1)
don't think that's thecase," Kincaid

Jia-Rui Chingand EricMalnic

tation rules say that, inkeeping with
Catholic tradition,people of the opposite sex cannot share rooms.
For obvious reasons,this isarule
that correlates with the Jesuit mission. Theserules aresometimes broken, as any RA couldvouch for. But
if someone is not Catholic, should
therule still apply? It mayseem like

the school is attempting to indoctrinate residents, but more than anything, the rule is for their safety.
Seattle University's treatment of
sex is very open and all-inclusive.
By facilitating so much discussion
and having concern for the wellness
and education of the whole person
shows that the Jesuit and Catholic
traditions SU holds arebeneficial to
students here.

BALL

Theclub isbelieved to beinvolved in a variety ofcriminal
activities, including the manufacture and distribution of meth-

major were in the minorityline to get in,over 100 long at
one point.
"We mostlyjust wanted to goup to the observation deck;
we waited for over45 minutes in the cold. There were girls
—
without coats on it was a badsituation." Townsend commented.
Attendees who had hopedto goup to the observation deck
before it closed at midnight were forced to give up their
spot in line.
Eventually Townsend and Wood made it up to the observation deck but nearlygot locked in on the way back down.
"They[SEAC] took a lot ofcrap," said Wood."And some
people from SEAC nevereven gotto go intothe dance; they
were so busy with the people in line. Throughout the night
SEAC people were letting peoplein line know what was
going on and apologizing."
Townsend and Wood both felt it was a major issue that
they weren't telling the people up at the dance that people

amphetamines and motorcycle theft,he said.
However,GeorgeChristie, 56, of Ventura,Calif, a national
spokesman for the Hells Angels, said Wednesday the group
discourages criminal activity. Christie saidhe knows the nine
men who werearrested in Los Angeles' San Fernando Valley,
andhe'ssure they will be vindicated.
Robert Sheahen,an attorney who has representedHells Angels several times inrecent years,agreed with Christie.
"The government'svendetta against the Angelsis basedmore
onmystique than reality," Sheahen said.
Christie, his two adult children and 21 others werearrested
in February 2001 and accused of heading a criminal gang —
the Hells Angels chapter in Ventura County, Calif. — whose
activities were said to include the sale of drugs to high school

The targets for Wednesday's raidsincluded the Hells Angels
headquartersin San Francisco and a regionalheadquarters in
Sparks, Nev. Arrests were made in Los Angeles; Tacoma,
Kirkland, Silverdale, Spokane and Wenatchee, Wash.; and in
Anchorage and TwoRivers, Alaska.
Arrests inArizona included the presidentof the Angelschapterin Tucsonand the former president ofthe Mesachapter.

The shuttleservice was anotherbone ofcontention. SEAC
had arrangedto have the shuttle pick-uppeopleat Bellarmine
Circle but signals were crossed and the shuttles waited at
900 Broadway, the mailing address, instead of picking up
the crowds of Fall Ball revelers where they stood waiting
for some time.
According to Townsend and Wood, some people waited
around for the shuttle, then took a cab to the dance only to
wait in line and not get in.
SEAC askedall those seekingrefunds to sign the sign-up
sheet at the door the night of the formal. In order to get a
refund, students with unused tickets must bring them to the
SEAC office by Friday at 5 p.m. SEAC has promised to
get reimbursement checks from the controller's office for
everyone who meets this deadline and carries a legitimate
ticket. Reimbursement checks should be distributed at the
beginning ofWinter Quarter.
Though the eveningwas filled with managementmishaps.

downbelow were waiting.
FallBall stayedbelowthe $9000 budget SEAC hadallotted
When theyeventuallygot intothe dance they weren'tsure for it. SEAC spent approximately$5,600 renting the Space
what level they were on because they couldn't see out the Needle, catering, DJs, transportationand advertising.
foggy windows.Once inside, Townsend andWood felt the
SEAC is still working to finalize its financial records for
atmosphere was "like a middle school dance but with alco- the event, and could not provide decisive numbers for this
hol and making-out."
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Panel of professors
discuss Globalization
Trisha Leonard
Copy Editor
TheCoalition forGlobal Concernsponsored a panel discussion on globalization
Wednesday,Nov. 19, atnoonin the Casey
Atrium.
The panel wasmade up ofthree faculty
members: Christian Weber, associateprofessor for economics and finance;Connie
Anthony,associate professor for political
science; and Cynthia Moe-Lobeda, adjunct faculty for the school of theology
and ministry. Eachpanel memberreceived
10 minutes to contribute to the presentation before the issue was open to questions from the audience.
The audience consisted of over 50 students, faculty and staff members; one of
which wasRich Poirier.a sophomore civil
engineeringmajor, who wasthere "for insight" and to "raise global awareness."
Inherpresentation,Anthonybrought up
the point that there are several different
ways the term "globalization" is used.
"In political science, it's another terra
to discuss things already discussed in the
globaleconomy," she stated.
She also brought up the issueof industrialization,mentioning that manypeople
don't like the impacts of it. "Globalization and industrialization need to be
treated as separateprocesses," said AnMoe-Lobeda, who startedoffher piece
by stating that people often use the term
"globalization" in order to describe different phenomena. She alsocited thatthe
two most common usages of the term are
todescribe the "significance ofincreased
connectedness due to technology," andas
the "prevailingparadigmofunfoldingeconomic arrangements."
Moe-Lobeda describedthe sevendefining trends of currently prevailing economic arrangements.Anincrease in goods

5

SU students show spirit

andservices across internationalborders, the growingportion of the largest economies, privatization, life experience and form, strategic marketing, commodification of money and
the increase in power of economic
players relevant to democratic governing bodies were listed as these
trends.
She also informed the audience of
the dangers of globalization failures.
Thefirst being that "people claim that
global interconnectedness is inevitable. If so, then it's not subject to
human agency," and the second bethat
ing
the assumption
"interconnectedness betweenpeoples
is good."
Thelast presenter was Weber, who
beganbyrelatingglobalization to economics and giving a brief history of
former trade systems, like the one
between Western Europe and North
America that collapsed in the 19305.
Weber questioned whether knowingmore about other cultures makes
those whoobserve a culture see that
culture's people as other human beings or enemies.
"Inlarge part,globalization is westernization, or worse yet, Americanization" stated Weber. "My hope is
that six to sevenbillion people will
have the sameaccess to the varietyof
cultures that isavailable touse today."
The presentation ended by entertaining questions from audience
members, one of which asked about
the long-termeffectsofglobalization.
"Don't live beyondmeans because
the planet'sability to supportusis not
sustainable," Weber said.
"I went in with the preconceived
notion that globalization wasbad;but
Ilearned that it helps to close the inequality gap," Poiriersaid.

Craig Buritrago
(left), a freshman
electrical engineering major, participates in the pie
contest during the
spirit week event.
Pie contest winner,
Meghan Salveson
(top left) and Lydia
Layer (top right) ,
both sophomore
pre-majors, have
their own pie facials.

Activist presents Gandhian approach
Megan Lee
Staff Writer
Bernie Meyer,a local activist and

actor, visited SU's "Soup withSubstance" forum toremind students of
the 'Gandhian' approach to vio-

on Nov. 19.
mphasizing his belief that democracy is not built through the
barrel of a gun, Meyer voiced the
thoughts ofGandhi.
Throughout his presentation,
Meyer conjuredup Gandhi'smultifacetedlife andhismethod of learn-

K:e

ing by doing.
Meyers delved into the making
of Gandhi: his birth in Porbandar,
India in 1869, his education inEngland,his subsequentawakening to
SouthAfrican culture when he was
sent there to work post-graduation

and his home rule struggles inIndia. On his maiden train ride in
South Africa, the young Gandhi
wasintroduced to the implications
of prejudice and racism when he
was treated likean Indian "Coolie"
and forcibly removed fromhis firstclass seat.

found his calling on that
rney. Hebegantoexperiment in
South Africa inmany ways. .it was

KHe

.

his first struggle with himself,"
Meyers said.
QuotingGandhi, Meyerssaid, "It
isbetterto die thanto submit tosuch
a law."
He began his mission of seeking
the truth by reading works by authors such as Ruskin, Tolstoy,
Emerson, and Thoreau. Meyers
supplemented his talk, citing what
Gandhi read when he was able to
read. Most of Gandhi's post-academic reading was done in prison.
These readings spoke to the
young Gandhi,who at the time was
struggling withhis ownphilosophy
and trying to make sense of the
world.
Writings such as Thoreau's 1 849
essay "CivilDisobedience" brought
dissent against authority to
Gandhi's mindand had a profound
influence on his style ofreform.
After South Africa, Gandhi went
home to his divided India and began his "satyagraha" or TruthForce.
He realized wordsand intellectual
exercise were not enough to make
change, nor does violence bring
about peace.Gandhi never wanted
to be at odds withhis oppressor,he
instead chose to speak differently

(SOA/WHISC), a combat-training
school forLatinAmerican soldiers.
Since protests against the SOAbegan, over 10 years ago, approximately 170 protestors have served
(or are now serving) prison sentences forcivil disobedience.These
students were especially engrossed
inthe discussion,listening intently
to the knowledgeableMeyers.
Daniel Moriarty, SU Social JusticeMinister,commended these students for continuing this non-violent tradition.
"Gandhi would be proud of our
[SU] delegation and their efforts,"
said Moriarty.
"This is not making soldiers feel
uncomfortable;this is theGandhian
spirit of crossing the line onto the
[SOA] base and symbolically
marching on the school."
Moriarty then encouraged those
in attendance to write to the students and activists who were arrested and imprisoned for their participation in last year's protest to
close the SOA.
When the floor was opened for
questions, quite a few hands flew
up. Attendees queried well-articulated questions, asking Meyer to
Inctihitp for Seeuritv Cooneration speculate on what Gandhi would

people. He adopted a disciplined
approach to existence and a detached wayof living.
"Non-violence is asuperior way
and a way we must seek," Meyers
said. "If humanityis going to continue wemust seek non-violence
violence is for the brute.What Idid
wasabeginning, suffering to convince the others."
Theaudience enjoyed the performance that Meyerinsisted was not
aperformance.
—
"I am not promoting Gandhi I
don't want to entertain, Iwant to
inform." Meyermaintained.
His bare feet, bamboo walking
stick, wire rimmed glasses and
shiny, shaved head all added to his
performance, assuring thatfrom the
moment he entered he had the
audience's attention.
Many in attendance were SU's
representatives of Coalition for
Global Concern. These Georgiabound demonstrators are the group
whomade the cross demonstration
onthe lawnoutside the student center Thanksgiving week.This group
went to Georgiaover the holidayto
protest the School ofthe Americas,
renamed the Western Hemisphere

—

Over the last several years hehas
devoted himself to peacemaking
full-time, after a career in human
services and social activism, which
began in the 19605. Now,he is active with the Ground Zero Center
for Nonviolent Action, resisting the
Trident Submarines in Bangor,WA,
the National Council for the Fellowship ofReconciliation and other
Catholic Worker activities, including SOA and the Bethlehem Farm.
Meyer is letting the Gandhi character developas it develops;he first
adapted thisrole for the Council for
Fellowship of Recognition, when
they asked him to speak at a dinner. He has also done the Gandhi
act for Centralia Community College.
"When you first read how he
—
lived it it has flesh and blood. I
am not promoting Gandhi, though,
Ihave mixed feelings. Idon't want
to entertain, I want to inform."
Meyer insisted.
"I thought it was great," mentioned Gary Chamberlain, Profesand Religious
sor of Theology
"
Studies. He gave students a sense
of the progression ofGandhi."
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Men's basketball improves record to 3-2
Madeleine Hottman
Staff Writer
The Seattle University men's basketball
team took an early lead against MacMurray

College Friday, Nov. 21 at the Connolly
Center court to win the game 87-46.
The Redhawks hosted the game as part
of the second annual Tip-off Classic.
The Redhawks improved to 2-1 while
the Highlanders dropped 0-1.
Junior A.J. Brooks led SU with 13
points. Brooks shot 5-for-5 from the field
and 3-for-3 from 3-point range. Brooks
also had two assists and three steals. FreshmanKevin Harrison had 13 points andled
SU in rebounds with eight total.
The Redhawks kept their lead through
the game, to take a 46-poiat lead late in
the fourth period.
Other leaders included Sophomore Jeffrey McDaniel with 10 points and four rebounds; and freshman Marcus Steele, who
had nine points and went 5-for-6.
MacMurray's leaders wereDerek Suttles
and Tyler Meier. Suttles had 10 points, including one 3-point goal andsix rebounds.
Suttles was also 3-for-5 from the lineand
l-for-2 from the 3-point range. Meier followed with nine points and was 1-for-l
from the 3-point range.
In the final game of the tournament,
Lewis-Clark State College defeated SU on
Saturday, Nov. 22 in the last game of the
Tip-Off Classic 72-60.
Even with McDaniel's 19 points, SU
fell behind even though at halftime the
team was up by onepoint.
This was the first defeat for the
Redhawks on theirhome floor this season.
SU finished 1-1 in the tournament and
are now 2-2 for the season. The Warriors,
whoare ranked 15th in NA1A Division I,
were 4-1, rebounding from their firstloss

Friday.

I|

McDaniel led the
Redhawks with 19
points including
seven field goalsand
five points from the
line.
Other leaders were
senior Eddie Lincoln
and Harrison, who
bothhadnine points.
Lincoln also led SU
with nine rebounds
and added two assists and one steal.
Harrison was 4for-6 from the field
and had one goal
from the 3-point
range.
Joey Ray led the

Warriors with 15
points, including
three 3-point goals; ["he
men's basketball team practices last week.
Ray was also 4-for4 from the line.
Adam Trombleyand Ricky Frazier were
Junior HimMakinde had seven points,
two other leaders with 12 and 11 points, 10 rebounds in his first start for Seattle
respectively.
and Junior A.J. Brooks chipped in nine
Trombley led the Warriors in rebounds points.
Ryan Franklin led the Ambassadors
with eight.
Frazier led the Warriors in assists with with 15 points and 10 rebounds and
three, andhadthree goals from the 3-point Samuel Duke added nine points.
The Redhawks improved to 3-2, while
range.
On Nov. 25 the Redhawks beat the Ambassadors fell to 2-7 with their
Multinomah Bible College in a 94-49 vic- third straight loss.

This was the most lopsided victory for
The 6-foot-10 sophomore, Scott Rainey, SU in 15 years. On Dec. 3, 1988, the
scored a career-high 22 points in just 10 Redhawks defeated NW College 122-51
minutes off the bench. He also went 10The Redhawks next game is Dec. 6 in
for-14 from the field,2-for-2 from the free- Nampa,ID against Northwest Nazarene
tory.

.

throw line, had seven rebounds and two

blocked shots.
Harrison added 14 points and three rebounds, McDaniel had 11 points and seniorNic Lano added 10 points.

University.
This is the Great Northwest Athletic
Conference opener for both teams.

- Additional reportingby Angelina Sanelli

higher
MCAT score
guaranteed
or your money back
January MCAT classes starting in Seattle!
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can i hoose to repeat our program for free or get a
full refund of your tuition. To be eligible for this offer,
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SEASON STATS

McDaniel,Jeff 5-4
Bloom,Andy 5-4
Rainey.Scott
5-0
Lano,Nic
5-5
Harrison.Kevin 5-0
Nelson,Trevante 4-4
5-0
Brooks.A.J.
Lincoln.Eddie 5-5
Steele.Marcus 4-0
Williams.Jelani 4-0
Makinde,B'm 5-1
Robinson,Shea 2-0
Vessey.Kyle
5-1
Webb.Ryan
3-1
5
rOTAL

5
3
2
5
0
5
6
3
1
2
4
3
0

J40

2
0
3
4
2
0
0
1
1
1
1

0
1

_0

63
49
44
44
44
28
31
26
18
14
17
5
7
4

16 ~394

Do you like sports?
Do you like to write?
Well then apply to
be a sports writer
at the Spectator.
Contact Erica Terence
at 206-296-6476 or
email
terence@seattleu.edu
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Redhawk women on winning streak
AustinBurton

Opinion Editor

Now, this is more like

it.
After losing eight of their final 10
games last season, droppingtheir only
exhibition game this year and thenlosing the regular season opener on Nov.
15, the SeattleUniversity women'sbasketball team finally put together a winning streak.
Redhawks (3-1) have won three
ight going into tonight's GNAC
ler against St. Martin's College (7
p.m.in the Connolly Center),theteam's
longest streak since January 2002.
"We've beenplaying well, and playing hard and getting better every day,"
said head coach Dave Cox before

Khe

yesterday's practice.
In their most recent game, last
Saturday's 77-70 home win over The
Masters College, the Redhawks wereled
by junior forward Thresia Busch's 22
points and eight rebounds. Busch is second on the team inscoringand rebounding, averaging 12.5 points and five
boards per game. She trails sophomore
center Nikki Pewitt (14 points and 8.5
rebounds)inboth categories. Pewittalso
leads the conference in field goal percentage, going 20-for-30 from

the field

(66.7 percent).
'We've been getting good play from
the four and five positions," Cox said,
also referring to back center Chelsey
Holloway (four points, four rebounds
per game). "Offensively, that opens
thingsup on the perimeter."
Busch, who played for Division I
LamarUniversity(Beaumont,Tex.) two

«far

has been a defensive force in the
middle all year. Against Northwest,
Pewitt guarded Eagles star freshman
Jennifer De Young, whocame into the
game averaging 29 points and 13 rebounds. Pewitt heldher to six points
and three rebounds.
As a team the Redhawks also shut
down Masters Collegestarguard Tiffany Webb, who wasin the Top 5 nationally inscoring at D-IMurray State
Collegelast season. Webb had just 11
points against SU.
Early in the year.Cox is now confident the Redhawks will make a run
forthe postseason."We canchallenge
to be up there in the conference," he
said. "Everyoneis fired up."
"An outsider might say we didn't
do alot (Northwest and Masters are
NA/A)" Cox said. "But those were
Thresia Busch
quality wins. They were great tests.
"Our goal is to get better everyday,
years ago and came to SU from powerCC,
has
and
we have been. "We're just short
(Kan.)
County
ful Seward
brought more than scoring andrebound- on experience. But now every game
is critical."
ing to the team.
"I'm used to programs where you
come out and give 100 percent every
Notebook
*SUis still struggling shootingfrom
day," Busch said. "Youmay not be the
best athlete in the world, but you give the outside. Last season the team was
the effort. Everyonehere wants togo out in the middleof the pack in the GNAC
in three-pointshooting. Thisyear they
every day and get better."
That attitude has trickled down to the are ninth out of 10 teams, hitting on
whole team.SU has looked more aggres- just 19 of 74 this year (25.7 percent).
*One trouble spot that is improvsiveon the court, and Cox is pleased with
ing
is rebounding. SU was eighth in
the team's work ethic.
GNAC
in rebounding last yearand
so
the
juggling
lineup
Cox has been
the
far, as nine different players have all last in rebounding margin. They are
currently second in the league with42
made starts this season.
The constants havebeenPewitt and se- boards per game,and lead the league
nior point guard Marisa Young. Pewitt in reboundingmargin(+6.2).

Underwater hockey at Connolly Center
LaurenFarricker
Staff Writer
Underwater Hockey seems like a hard enough sport
to fathomplaying. However there is a team which rents
out the Connolly Center pool three times a week just

for practice.

Although this is an outside presence that students
might not be aware of, they are welcome to participate
Underwater Hockey is a very different sport than water polo, a common collegiatesport.
The team that plays at the Connolly Center is a regional team with consistent competitors in Bellingham
andVancouver British Columbia.
"The team varies in age from 17-55," explains Dr.
Alan Newton, a strong advocate of the sport and one
ofthe leaders of the team.
You might be asking yourself, how do you play this
sport, how does the puck get played?
"Equipment includes mask, fins, snorkel with protective headgearfor earsas welland a protective glove.
The team plays with a weightedplastic coated puck on
the bottom of the pool," said Newton.
Very similar in play to that of hockey, with movement of the puckbeing crucial to play,
the sport is very athletically engaging
Part of the reason, this Underwater
Hockey Leagueplays at the Connolly
Center pool, "because it has a tile floor,
there areno other pools in the Seattle
area with this type of floor, most are
made of plaster"said Newton.
play is rigorous, however not as
ysical as ice hockey.
During tournaments the team,plays
Olympic-size pools, which allow
o playing surfaces, as we can play
the width of the pool," Newton explains, in contrast to practice at the

SThe

ti

Connolly Center.

Members of the team whichcompete
at Seattle U are very diverse; however
have an interesting background and

outlook towards the sport.
"Our 17-year-old plays with and against her father at
clubpractices, and is a candidate for theUnited States National Women's team," said Pat Carboneau, one of the
leader'sof the team who fronts many of the workouts because ofhis worldwide experience with the sport.
The team is competitive however the level of competition is varied amongst the team.
"I started the sport my sophomore year at WWU. After
graduation, moved to Seattle and started the club at SU.
I've been a member of the UnitedStates National Team in
1990 and 1994. The team in '94 took Bronze in the World
Championships in France. In 2002, 1 was part of theUnited
States Masters team which won gold in the Masters Division (35 and over) in Calgary," said Carboneau.
Carboneau explains his skill level to show the contrast
with other team members.
The team is not exclusive to not including SU students,
however they are always looking for new players, so SU
students can play for free.
It is a competitive sport, but lighthearted.
If you have any questions you can contact the pool at
the Connolly Center to find out more information about
when the team practices and competes.

REDHAWKS
SPORTS A

LEISURE
CALENDAR
Thursday. Dec. 4th
Women's basketball vs. SaintMartin's 7 p.m. (home)
Kickboxing 5-6 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Yoga Plus 4-5:15 p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room

Yoga 6-7 p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room
Sculpting 6:10-6:55 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Irish Step Dance 7-8 p.m. @Connolly Classroom

Friday. Dec. sth5th
Yoga 1-2 p.m. @Connolly Quiet Room

Saturday.Dec. 6^
Men's basketball vs.NWNazarene (away)

Women's basketball vs. NW Nazarene 7 p.m. (home)
Kick-bo 11 a.m.-12 p.m. @Connolly Classroom

Monday. Dec. 8m
Basic Yoga4:30-5:30p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room
Conditioning 5-6 p.m. @Connolly Classroom
Spinning 5:30 p.m. @ ConnollySpinning Room

Tuesday. Dec. 9th
Jazzercise 7:15-8: 15 a.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Pilates 4:45-5: 35 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Racquetball 5-8 p.m. at Racquetball Court 3
Spinning 5-6 p.m. @ Connolly Spinning Room
Dynamic Yoga 5:45-7 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Capoeira 7-8:30 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Swing Dance 7:30-8:30p.m. @Pigott Auditorium

Wednesday. Dec. 10th
Yoga 4:15-5:15 p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room
Conditioning 5-6 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

EveningYoga 5:30 6:30p.m. @ConnollyQuiet Room
Spinning 6-7 p.m. @ Connolly Spinning Room
Wing Chun6:45-7:15 p.m. @Connolly Spinning Room
Kyokushin Karate TBA @ Connolly Classroom
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Fall Ball: Cosmopolitan Style

SU students show off their style and class on the dance floor.

Yum, Yum. Melissa Erickson takes a break from dancing to
snack on the various gourmet appetizers.

Students enjoy their limousine rides to the Space Needle.

Ken Mott surprises everyone with his dancing techniques.
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Thanksgiving Traditions around SU
Kate White

Staff Writer
You probably think that most students celebrate
Thanksgiving with a stuffed turkey, a pumpkin pie,
and a family with full bellies. But,nearly everyone
has at least one unique tradition that defines the
holiday of thanks. For some, turkey day has nothing
to do with a turkey. For others, the bird can make or
break it. No matter what though, students take pride
in their family's traditions and whether they welcome them or dread them, they look forward to their
certainty and the comfort they provide on Thanksgiving. Here are just a few traditions students looked
forward to for the holiday.

KateWhite

"We dig an imu in the backyard. [Thanksgiving Hawaii style.] And we drop 15-20
turkeys in there. All your friends, you
ask, 'Do you want to imu your turkey?'"

-Melissa Asato, Senior, Nursing

Kate

White"

"All the women in the house get together
and make lots of tamales. The night
before, we soak the cornhusks. Thenthe
next day, we cook our meat that takes a
long time. Then, we take our maiz and
then we steam them. It's so worth the
time. We pack them full."
-Erin Chairez, senior, Nursing

—

—

KateWhite

"I do make the best grayy everybody
loves it. We wake up and my mom decorates the whole house in the morning, so
we wake with Thanksgiving decorations.
She has turkeys on the wall."
-Kelly Lipsker, Sophomore, Social

Work

—

"We usually make stuffed fish like a big
fish stuffed with tomatoes and onions.
We don't like turkey, it's too dry."

-Raul Alicdar, Junior, International
Business

Kate White

"We fight over the one recliner every
year. The older cousins always end up
throwing the younger cousins off. I've
never comfortably sat on that recliner
only for a few moments during the
struggle."

—

KateWhite

"We spare the turkey species and instead
eat Tofurkey. We also have tempen
drumlets and mushroom gravy."
-Kelly Sehring, Senior, Nursing

Kate White

-Doug Bevis, Freshman, Humanities
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Arts & Entertainment
Music albums in review: Girl rockers are taking
over the rock scene
Walk Among
10

Kyle Ford
Managing Editor

(hey

Melissa Mueller
Staff Writer

fs stumbles on

debute CD

I(m

The debut album of They
ilk Among Us entitled
lathematics, Art in progress"
billed as "featuring the talents
five guys whoare capable of
mating sonic landscapes of
ie proportions." Too bad they
in't with this album.
Oasis or Blur they are not,
t their producers tout them as
inew British Invasion
Wales.
A debutalbum is supposed
feature and display the
"ious musical talents of its
musically, they just never

...

mbers, but this oneseems to
:stuck on the first song. The

most interesting things about all

teir

songs are the intros, which
em to rise out of the ashes of
the last song, only to smash all

Ipes

of a dynamic musical

perience when they start
iging. The mixing starts out
namic, you can hear the
dividual notes and feel the
iy the song should go.

Then the song is flattened out

and all the music is mashed
together melodies and

...

harmonies get stuck and you
can't distinguish any notes.lcan
hear where they're trying to go

arrive.

The band tries to put some
punchy lyrics in their songs,but

none really stick in your head.
It's the same sickly pop music
that nearly everyband attempts
to copy only these guys have
"an international press team"
behind them.
The band tries so hard to
be popular that it doesn't take
any chances musically or
lyrically. So theyproduce love
song after love song. Idon't
know who broke these guys'
hearts, but they didn'tdo a very
goodjob or we'dhave better
lyrics.

Courtesy ot

me Planetary (jroup

The entire album seems to
be a set of ballads and reminds
me of a mixed tape a 13-yearold boy would make to try and
get to second base with the girl
next door.

Iguess if you like sappy
pop music this would be a good
album to get. But the repeti-

tious lyrics, flat recording and
just plain mediocre musicianship turned me off. I'drather
listen to New Kids on the
Block.
Listening to this album
was like watching a "B" rated
movie, Ikept listeninghoping it
would get betterand endedup

beingdisappointed.

Pepe Deluxe achieves BEATitude on second album
"Are you ready for all the luxury one big
swinging world has to offer?" asks "Just Let
Go" the first track of Pepe Deluxe's new
album, BEATitude.
1 know it's a little late to review an
albumreleased in July, but the band just came
in under my radar and impressed me with their
brand of Electronica.
Not quite Chillout music but definitely
not Techno, the duo behind Pepe Deluxe blend

funk and soul rhythms and influences from the

50s, 60s, 70s and up through the present day to
give us something wholly unique.

The Finish team of James Spectrum and
JA Jazz, were also the masterminds behind the
soundtrack to Levis' TwistedJeans campaign,
so they might sound familiar. But there is
nothing boring about their music.
They blend bits of music so dissimilar

you wonder how they managed to pull it offand even wonder how they thought of putting it
together, but love every minute of it.

While their music is great in its quirky
way, the band's Website deserves a good
looking at as well.
Go to www.pepedeluxe.com and turn up
your speakers.
It's a flash experience you won't soon
forget, full of art, reviews, and song and video
clips. It's a visual into the twisted minds of the
two musicians who came up with the music.
I suggest you check out all there is to
offer on the site, including the links to the
Salami Fighting Association.
At least if you visit the site, you'll get to
sample the music of Pepe Deluxe without
laying out the cash for the CD before you
know you like it.

It may appear that men are dominating the rock and
punk scene, but women are slowly and surely making their
presence known in this male-dictated area of music.
There are a lot ofbands compiled of mostly women, or
with a womanlead singer, who are breaking new ground with
their rocking sounds, and here are just some ofthe bands that
would well worth checking out:
Sleater-Kinneyis a trio of gals who have been rocking
out together since 1995. The absence of a bass guitar makes
their music unique and fresh. Lead singer Corin Tucker's
angsty vocals mixed with meaningful lyrics make for complex sounds. Not to be overlooked here are other members
Janet Weiss (drums) and Carrie Brownstein (back up vocals)
that truly show how much fun the girls have playing together.
Tracks like "All Hands on the Bad One" also display their
musical chemistry as well as their previous musical background experience.Sleater-Kinney will be playing in Seattle
Dec. 13 and 14 at the Showbox.
Playing at the same show is Cat Power. Fronted by a
gifted songwriter, Chan Marshall's soft, melodic voice makes
easy listening, mellow tunes. In songs like, "He War,"
Marshall's shyness is evident in her sweet and echoing
vocals, but she is no stranger to the music scene. Her latest
album, You Are Free, is the first record shehas put out in four
years and showcases her mature song-writing talent.
Pretty Girls Make Graves, a local favorite, is also a
band that is gaining noticeable attention. Lead singer Andrea
Zollo's raw, energetic voice is, at times, too upbeat to be
punk, but definitely too rough to be pop-rock. This unique
blend only gets better with Jason Clark (guitar) and Nick
DeWitt (drums) adding their own vocals to the mix, and the
friendship among the band members displays their musical
unity.Pretty Girls Make Graves will also be hitting Seattle
Jan. 3 1 at Graceland.

For faster, louder punk with enchanting vocals, Tsunami
Bomb is the perfect fit. Lead singer, Agent M, has a powerful,
yet beautiful voice, combined with the AFI-inspired background chants.
Although the band's energetic and furious sound is more
punk-driven, with Agent M's vocal ability, the band could
easily progress and fuse different sounds to give them an
unmatched edge.
The Distillers are undoubtedly another punk band that is
breaking their own ground on the punk-rock scene. Lead
singer Brody Armstrong not only illuminates a punk-rock
image, but the band's latest record. Coral Fang, gives a
darker extremity to the band's sound (thanks in part to her
separation of Rancid lead singer, Tim Armstrong); the
emotional lyrics are backed by angry screaming and heavy

guitar riffs.
This departure from their familiar sounds show that the
Distillers are growing as musicians.
Thesebands are forging the path for many others, and
proving that women in rock are more powerful now than they
everhave been. Watch out boys, the girls are up and coming.

Boy bands don't make music, they make noise

Edeleine

Hottman
we columnist

Many (millionsof) people
boybands like The
cstreet Boys and N'Sync. Just

areso popular.
A boy band constitutes a
band comprised of"boys," or
males in theirlate teens, whose

ip genre has been a phenom-

music is mostly catchy, popular
beats and vocals that are mostly
harmonized. They areusually
isolated to the main stream
because they could not raise a
following by staying low-key.
A good boy band, like The
Beatles, will bemade ofmusicians whocan also sing. This is,
of course,up for debate. The

on since bands like The Beatles
me into beingin the 60s. There
c some critical differences
tween the two, but the concept
at makes their "music" so
enjoyable is themain reason they

Beatles hadGeorge Harrison,
who made a very prominent solo
career with his songwritingand
guitar talent. They had Paul
McCartney who, as far as anyone
can tell, is never going to stop

look at their record sales.
other millionsof

kMany

ople just scratch their heads in
lazement as to why so many
people could enjoy such odd
music. These people have to
member, though, the boy band/

E

making music, and they had John

what make music. Today's boy

Lennon and Ringo Starr to make
for a dynamic but talented group
of musician/songwriters who
happened to be able to sing as
well. Longafter half the group is

bands make noise that is interest-

—
—
from baby boomers to gen-x are
dead, generations oflisteners

enjoying their music.
The Backstreet Boys,and
others like them, don't last for a
long duration. They are created
on MTV. They don't play,
instrument's in their "music,"
which tends to be computergenerateddance beats.Their
songs all have the same theme,
and they are not usually written

by the artists.The contrast is
obvious. Quality musicians are

Beatles' early material and most
ofthe newerboy band music. It

ingly similar to music, but this"
could be said ofanything that
deviates from what critical
listeners consider to be the right
mix of quality songwriting,
singing, and musicianship.

fun to listen to, though, which is
the point ofmusic. Regardless o
musicianship and depth of lyrics

However, music can be properly

they want to
assail listeners with. The rest of
the worldcan either listen or plu
its ears. As boy bands go, there is
not much more of a cliche than
their superstarstatus and the

called noise if that is the definition that fits.
There are some similarities
in the two, though. Popular music
as a genre has the characteristic
of being a shallower formof
music. It does not make many
statements that are relevant to a
listener who cares for more than
attracting the opposite sex. This
is true for a majority of The

or songwriting, music as a whol

is supposed to soothe and
entertain.Artists are entitled to
create whatever

millions of screamingpre-teen
girls at every concert. Just note
that record sales do not necessarily indicatethe qualityofthe
music, but longlive the music—
whatever form it might take.
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TV
daytime
to
Maury Povich is a disgrace
—
—
Austin Burton
TV columnist

I'm not a big fan of lawsuits, especially
those ofthe frivolous (a.k.a. "stupid") nature.
Ifyou slip ona banana peelin the Safeway
parking lot, don't sue the store. Ifyou didn't
get the job you wanted,don't sue the professor who wrote your letter ofrecommendation.And ifyouget rapedby someone claiming to be a talk showhost's limodriver after
you appeared on said talk show, don't sue
the show'shost for $25 million.
Unless, of course, that host is Maury
Povich.
As far as I'm concerned, Maury Povich is
the most annoying man on television, and
ranks among the worst talk show hosts ofalltime, right up there with Jenny Jones and
Magic Johnson.
The lawsuit inquestion involves a 14-year-

old California girl whoappeared on the show
in 2001 as an "out-of-control teen." After her
segment she was approachedby a man who
saidhe wasMaury's limo driver,and thatman
later rapedher. Last month, a judgeruled that
the victim had a validclaim, and themotion
was filed to sue the show.And whilehercase
seems flimsy, I'm hoping Maury loses as
much as possible.
Anyone who watches daytime TV from
time to timeknows Povich as thehost ofthe
show "Maury," wherehe pretty much spends
an hour every day trying and failing miserably to be Oprah, PhilDonahue and Dr. Phil
all at the same time.
Each summer, when the end of the school
year brings on countless hours of nothing to
do.1 often find myselfriding the daytime TV
carousel.There are someshowsIlike: "Judge
Mathis"is apersonal favorite,as are"Divorce
Court"and the numerous reruns of some of
my favoriteseries("FamilyGuy,""The Practice,""Fresh Prince ofBel- Air,""TheCosby
Show," etc.).
Oneof my daytimestaples used to be Jerry
Springer's talk show,but after they stopped
showing fights, the show devolved (yes, it is
possible for Springer todevolve) into a freak
show of weird sex talesand incest.
Mainly because it came on after Springer
and there was nothing else on, I found myself watching Maury every now and then.
And in that time I started to notice some
things. For one, if Maury does five shows
per week,no less than threeofthem will have
the "Who's My Baby's Daddy?" topic. The

other twodays of the week, theshow tackles
something from either, "My Child is Fat,"
"I'm Special," "Someone is Videotaping
You," "Out ofControl Teens," "My DaughterDresses likea Boy," or"MyMom Dresses
Too Sexy."
Ifyou want to seestupidity in action,check
out one of Maury's "Out of Control Teen"
shows. No matter how bad these kids are,
whether they're onmeth or they'rescrewing
the wholefootball team, Maury's solutionis
always boot camp. He has a big, intimidatingguy come outand screamat the kids, who
are apparently supposed to listen
because...why? If the guy hits them, he's
going to jail and Mauryis facing amajor lawsuit. So with that out ofthe way,it's just yelling. Can't these weak kids handle yelling?
Yet another example of whykids need more
old-school discipline (The Spectator, 10-903).

If you want to see how despicable talk
shows can get, watch one of Maury's "My
Child is Fat," shows. Under the cloak of trying to "help"these lunkhead parents,Maury
parades their kids infront of the audience to
be embarrassed in front ofeveryone,instead
of just their classmates and people in their
own city who no doubt already talk about
them. And on top of that, Maury makes sure
the kids are always wearingas little clothing
as possible. The little boys are never wearing shirts, as if that's how all toddlers walk
around the house. The little girls wear
sleveless shirts andbaby-sizedaisy dukes. If
the girls arebelow the ageof two, they won't
wear shirts either?
Isit becauseMaury's studiois sweltering?
Is it because all thesekids are from Florida
and don'town long-sleeved clothes?No. It's
because Maury wants to expose the fat as

woman let'scall her Barbie has a cute (or
sometimes, the antithesis of cute, but never
in between)baby whounfortunatelydoesn't

know its father.And Barbiehas broughtanywhere from one to sevenmen(yes, one time
—
it was seven and none of them was the father) on the show who might beBarbie Jr.'s
father.
The men have taken paternity tests, and
Mauryhas theresults.But first weget to hear
Barbie's sob story, about how she was the
victim of consensual unprotected sex and
now has noone to support her child.
Well, I'm not going to completely blame
the women. Sometimes Barbie is dead certain who the father is, and ends up being
provenright; the man wasjust tryingtoavoid
his responsibility. But most times, it seems,
the girl got herself in that situation by being
promiscuous.

Anyway, they tell the story, and then the
guy comes out to a round of boos, although
no one in the audience knows who's telling
the truth yet. Maury grills the guy for a
minute, rarely letting him get a word in to
defend himself,eventhough Barbiehas badmouthed him forfiveminutesuninterrupted.
Maury alwaysasks "What are you going to
do ifthis is yourbaby?" And usually the guy
givesahalf-hearted "I'll take care ofit." (My
favorite was when the guy said,"Imean. .I'll
love it,Iguess. It's my kid.")
So the test results are read. Either way,
Maurygets alldramatic: "Ken. .youAREthe
father" or "Ken...you are NOT the father."
And here's where it gets really bad.
Ifthe man is not the father, sometimes he
willact a littleignorant.Anything from a little
dance to getting up in the girl's face like, "I
told you! Itold you! What now?" But
Maury's not havingit.If the guy so much as

.

.

cracks a smileandgets out ofhis chair, Maury
gets angry: "Get out of here! Come on, you
don't have to act like that!"Never mind that
child pornography.
course,
parents
Of
this guy was just run through the mud by
youhave to blame the
Barbie, who was so dead-set that he was the
their
children
exploiting
to some extent for
letting
get
way(Hint:
and for
them that
Ev- father that she was alreadycalling him adeadbeat.But forget that; he must act respectful
cries,
a
it
doesn't
mean
he's
baby
ery time
hungry; Youdon'thave to feed a kid just be- onMaury's show when he's vindicated.
cause he says he's hungry; and when you do
After the guy is forced offstage, Maury
feed him,try less Twix and more fruit). Any- consoles the motherlike she's a victim.Never
way, no matter how dumb the parents are, mind thatusually this woman has clearlylied
Maury doesn't have to takeit to the extreme aboutKen being "the onlyone Iwas with."
Maury is always onher side, and to him she
he does ifhe's really just trying to help.
But Maury is at his worst on the "Who's hasn't done anything wrong.Even the woman
my Baby's Daddy?"shows. Ifyoueverwatch whohad seven swings andmisses...she was
talk shows, you know the drill: A young still a victim to Maury. If the girl runs offmuch as possible,lettingus seeas much flab
and rolls as he can without venturing into

stage in shame, Maury chases her. Does he
do this because he cares? No, he just needs
her to come back so the show can keep going. And I'm pretty sure most of the reason

Maury always takes the female's side has
something to do with the fact that most daytime TV viewers are women.
Now, if the man is the father, most of the
time it isBarbie who willact ignorant:"Yeah!
Yeah! I told you! What are you gonna do
now!" She acts just the same
— as Ken would
have ifhe wasn 't the father mostof the time,
she acts worse.I've seen women hit the men
who are their baby's fathers. But no matter
how bad they get, Maury is cool with it. He
doesn't tell her to calm down, doesn't make
her leave the Stage. He lets her get her moment.

The worstone Isaw involved a guynamed
Brandon, whoended up being on Maury four
times with womenwho said he was the father of their child. The first time, Brandon
was not the dad. Everyone, including
Brandon's ownmother, was dead sure he was,
and when it was provenfalse,ofcourse Brandon did a little happy dance. And of course
Maury got mad at him. Then Brandon was
on the show a second time. The subtitle of
that episode? "Brandon got off last time,but
he won't this time."Got off? Huh? // wasn't
his baby the first time. What did he escape?
As a man, as a person, it's maddening.
Maury is an artist in contradiction and hypocrisy. We're supposed to wagour finger at
the out-of-control teen whohas slept with as
few as two guys, but we're supposed to feel
sorry for theolder woman who hasslept with
four or five guys and gotpregnantby one of
them.
But what should we expect from the guy
who waspreviously most known forhosting
"A Current Affair." the mid-90s tabloid TV
show that made the E! channel look productive. (Actually, Iwon't go that far, not after
E! coined the term "Bennifer.")
What makes Maury worse than Springer
is honesty.
Jerry Springer obviouslydoesn't care about
the weirdos onhis show,and blatantlymakes
fun of them on the air. Maury, on the other
hand,pretends to be Mr. Caring-SympatheticCompassionate-Guy, when the reality is that
he's just as bad as Springer as far as exploitingpeople and usingthem as a human carnival.
Ifanything, Maury puts the "pathetic" in
sympathetic.

Confessions of an Ugly Stepsister makes Cinderella look ugly
Kyle Ford
Managing editor
Ah, the timeless fairy tale classic, Cinderella.
Nearly everyone knows it, where the perfect girl is
forced to endure her stepmother and sisters until'a
handsome prince rescues her. But was she so perfect? And what of her stepsisters shadowed by the
fame and beauty of their lovelysibling?
With a fresh look at an old tale. Confessions ofan
Ugly Stepsisterby Gregory Maguire, takes the Cinderella
story and tells it from the side of Iris, one ofthe stepsisters.

Set in seventeenth-century Holland,Maguire holds
his candle to the darks corners of fairy tales, beyond the
simplistic tales for children. He gives the principles in his
story personalities that are more than the one-dimensional
trappings of a Disney movie. The book chronicles the
lives of the Margarethe and her two daughters' journey
into Clara's (a.k.a.Cinderella)household and how they
came to be related.
Of course if fairy-landers have real lives they
will surely have real flaws, strengths and problems.
If it is Iris's ugliness that is her major flaw, what
redeeming qualities might she posses? On the other

hand, if it is Clara's beauty that draws people to her,
what is her curse?
This is really a tale of economic distress and
the threat of starvation,beauty and betrayal, illusion

and understanding.
It is an engaging novel, that looks beyond the
surface of things and encourages the reader to look
too. Maguire opens fairy tales to the adult world
letting us rethink the stories we were told as children.
But one would expect no less from the man
who gave us Wicked.the Life and Times of the
Wicked Witch of the West. He enjoys giving people a
second look at old favorites. Showing people that
good and bad is sometimes just a matter of perspec-

tive.

Confessions of an Ugly Stepsister, like its
predecessor, Wicked, was also purchased for a madefor-TV film.
He recently released his new book Mirror
Mirror, set in Renaissance Italy, where Gregory
Maguire draws a connection betweenthe poison
apple in the original Snow White story and the
Borgia family's well-known appetite for poisoning
its foes.
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WEEKLY UPDATE

This week's "ASSU Weekly Update"is brought to you by ASSUDirector ofPublic Relations, Chris Nguyen...
all questions, comments or concerns can be made at ext. 6382 or nguyenc@seattleu.edu!
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Starting next quarter, The College Readership Program will be

providing free newspapers around campus The Seattle Times,
New York Times, and Financial Times will be available in the
Residence Halls, Student Center, and the Pigott Building. These
newspapers are brought to you courtesy of Student Development,
the Provost's Office, and ASSU! Read it up!
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Student Center open 24 hours
Workitt' Non-Stop Sor YOU!
ASSU, the CAC, SEAC, Student Activities and Bon Appetit will be
working together to keep the Student Center open 24 hours all
throughout finals week! Coffee and snacks will be provided to

students during the late hours, so stop by if you need a break!

ASSU works hard to represent your ideas and
opinions to the fullest. We invite you to
share constructive criticism and feedback that
you believe will help make Seattle University
a better community for all.
eyery weekday fmm 9am to
%
5 pm> wjth someone on staff ready to listen to
your concerns! The only way to make positive
change, is to present your concerns in a positive
manner Have a HaPPy Thanksgiving!
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Habitat for Humanity
Habitat for Humanity's Spring Break build
member applications for the Lake Chelan and
Yakima trips will be available starting Jan. 5
in the Campus Ministry Office.

_

m
announcements
club
Club and student organizations are invited to
advertise club announcements on the ASSU
Spectator page each week!
Send your announcements to ASSU Director of
Public Relations, Chris Nguyen, at
nguyen@seattleu.edu by noon on theMonday
prior to the Spectator publication date!

STUDENTstudent
EVENTS
AND ACTIVITIES COUNCIL
center 350 (across from the bistro, ne.xt to assu)
A Message from your SEAC President...

Refunds on FallBall Tickets

Dear SU Community,
On behalf of the Student Events andActivities Council
(SEAC), Iwould like to address the campus regarding the issues
surrounding our most recent event, "FallBall 2003." Due to some
miscommunication, we accidentally oversold tickets for the dance and
are aware that many attendees were unable to enter the event due to
limited capacity issues. In the past, sales for "Fall Ball" generally had
never exceeded 200 tickets, and therefore we did not anticipate or
formulate a plan in the event that we sold our or oversold tickets.
However, we accept full responsibility for our mistakes and
want to apologize profusely for the issues that occurred. We ask that
you please bear with us as we sort out theproblems that went on at
"Fall Ball 2003." For all students who purchased tickets and were
unable to attend the event or turned away at the door, we are refunding
the complete price ofthe tickets. Once again, we would like to express
our sincerest apologizes for the inconveniences caused by oversights
on our behalf. We're working to fix our problems for the future and
can assure you that mistakes like that will never happen again.

If you wereone of thestudents who were unable to enter "FallBall
2003" becauseofthe limited capacity issue (meaning you were turned
away at the door although you had purchased a ticket), then you are
eligible for a full refund. Thedeadline to request refunds for the cost of
your tickets isthis Friday, Dec. 5, 2003.

Sincerely,
**.

a

-d

"& f

■*

President, Student Events and Activities Council

In order to obtain your refund, you need to bring your original tickets to
the SEAC office (STCN 350) and turn them in to a member of the
SEAC staff. The SEAC office is open regular hours from 9am to spm!
At the time you return your tickets, you willneed to submit your name,
how many tickets you purchased yet returned, your student ID number,
your address, your e-mail address, and your telephone number. We will
be issuing refunds in the form of check reimbursements from SU's
Controller's Office,
The check will be mailed to the addressthat you provided us, or if you
prefer, we can hold thecheck for you in the SEAC office. Ifyou choose
to have the checkheld for pick-up* then you will be contacted by a
SEAC representative when the check is made available. These checks
can be picked up during regular office hours. Likely, the checks will not
be prepared and ready to be mailed out or picked up until the beginning
of Winter Quarter. Once again, we apologize for any inconvenience and
hope that if you have any comments or feedback, that you will call the
SEAC office at ext 6047

International Issues
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Fledgling Afghan army is fighting attrition
Paul Watson
Los Angeles Times

—

GALA-I-FAIZ,Afghanistan To servehis country in the
new AfghanNational Army,Saifullah Jan first had tofindhimself an assaultrifle.
The weapon wasrequired for admittance to theKabul Military Training Center, where Americans and other Westerners
havebeen struggling to build anarmy for ayear and a half.
By acceptingonlythose volunteers who werealready armed,
the U.S.-led coalition hoped to solve two problems at once:
Each recruitwouldbe another Afghansoldier inthe fightagainst
the Taliban,al-Qaida and their allies,and eachrifle delivered
to Kabul would be oneless gun in the service of warlords un-

dermining thecentral government.
Asoften happens in Afghanistan,things haven't—worked out
—
quite as planned. Army recruits including Jan have quit
by the hundreds, in many cases because they don't think the
pay is worth therisk.
—
The large number of dropouts and the griping
— soldiers
who say they'regoingto follow themout thedoor has slowed
the effort to replace ethnically based militias with a cohesive
force that answers to President HamidKarzai.
The riflesmanyhandedin were worthless,so thearmy eventually droppedthe requirement. Butit was stillin effect inMarch
when Jan left his villagenorth of Kabul, the capital, and reported for training.
In a transaction that illustrates Afghanistan's uneasy transition from war to peace, he picked up an AK-47 from a local
warlord eager to please his commander, Mohammed Qassim
Fahim. Fahim is Karzai's defenseminister, but heis also commander of Northern Alliance militia forces that are one of
Karzai's main rivals for power.
In Kabul, the army recorded the serial number of Jan's
weapon,impounded it, and welcomed him into theranks of the
7th Battalion.Six weekslater,he wasgone.Jan's departure was
part of an exodus of trainees, many of them Pushtun
—
Afghanistan's largest ethnic group from the country's east,
where the fundamentalist Taliban and the al-Qaida terrorist
network are waging a guerrilla war.

Maj. Taza Gul, 43, operations officer for the Afghan National Army's Ist Battalion,
said that despite recent raises, at least 100 of the unit's 600 soldiers have quit.
Ghulam Sakhi Asifi, the Afghan officer in charge of training.
The general saidhe didn'tknow how manysoldiershad quit
since U.S. and other coalition troops began training the army
in June 2002.Defense Ministry officials also saidtheycouldn't
provide a figure.
But an Afghan second lieutenant at the trainingcenter, who
spoke oncondition he not be identified,said mostof those who
walk out leave before they finish 10 weeks ofrigorous boot
camp. His own companyof198 soldiershad dropped to 134.
"In total,we have roughly 6,000 trained soldiers, out ofwhom
no less than 2,000 have left," the officer said. "They escape
mostly during the training period."
Pentagonofficials acknowledged that therehadbeen "bumps
in the road" in recruiting and trainingsoldiers, but they said
progress was being made. One defense official said that there
werenow 5,300 troops on duty in the Afghan army and that
U.S. officials expected at least twice that many by this time

"When 1 first joinedthe battalion,there were 300 soldiers," next year.Officialssaid theyhad no timetablefor reaching the
he said. "There were people from Kandaharand Zabol, and 70,000 figure.
A second official,whois familiar with the training, said that
they saidthat they weretold, 'You'llbe given$ 150 amonth.'"
despite
turned
bemuch
spring
Butthe pay forraw recruits last
out to
the complications, the army has proved effective in
operations.
combat
less.
"When they foundout it wasonly $30, those whohadenough
"There arehundreds ofAfghan NationalArmy soldierswho
money for thebus fare back home left as soon as they heard," are making a difference," the official said. "They are fighting
Jan said. "Those who didn't have money waiteduntil they re- alongside coalition soldiers. In some cases, they are dying."
Six companies of Afghan troops haveestablished a permaceived their salary and then they left."
AU.S.-ledforceof 11,500 soldierspatrols the Afghan coun- nent presence in the Zormat valley of eastern Afghanistan to
tryside, coming under attack and occasionallytaking casual- counter anti-coalition forces, the official
— said.
But the 11,500 U.S.-led troops separatefrom the peaceties as they hunt for al-Qaida leaderOsamabin Laden,Taliban
—
leader MullahMohammedOmarand fighters whoremainloyal keepers led by NATO have failed to capture Omar or bin
Laden.Karzai's governmenthas littleauthoritybeyondKabul,
to them.
far,
6,000
So
Afghan soldiershave been trained for a and it successfully pushed for the peacekeeping force to be
about
—
planned force of 70,000 but many of them have left. Sol- expanded.
Like Karzai's interim government, the National Army is
diers who'vestayedspendmuch oftheir time on base, leaving
most of the country to the mercy of warlords,drug barons,ban- dominated by ethnic minorities, such as Tajiks, Uzbeks and
dits and insurgents. At the current rate, it will take four to six Hazaras.They leave theirKabul base for a few weeks at a time
more years to build the military up to full strength, said Gen. to fight theTalibanand its alliesin thePushtun heartland in the
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500. For Rent
West Seattle, llgßr in4
Br house near Alki. Hard
wood floors, WD, prvt.
bath, walk-through closet,
nice roommates. $450.

Nanny PT 2 yo. boy
9:30-3:30 MWF mm. with
some flex. Experience, child
care skills,and reliable car
required. Non-smoking.
Native Spanish speaking a
plus. (206) 721-7837 or

Maxmillian Capitol Hill
Move-In Special $99 2nd
Month Rent Studio in
beautiful turn of century
bldg. start $550, excellent
location, hrdw floors, lots of
light, pets ok. Call Jim or
Denise (206) 329-5711

sya@comcast.net

"

of
Given the choicebetween the relative safety and comfort
—
their home turfand —going to waronsomeone else's even if
only for short stints many Afghan soldiers have decidedthat
their paychecks aren't big enough.
Soldiers say it wouldhelpmorale ifthey couldbebased closer
to home,butthe armyhasn't decided whether to set up training
camps in the provinces, said Sakhi, the general in charge of
training. The army appears to be waiting to see how quickly
theUnitedNations moves onits plan to disarm 100,000 former
Afghan fighters before 2005.
U.N. teams willoffer $200 cash and more than 280 pounds
of food to former combatants who give up their weapons and
look for jobs, which are few and farbetween foryoungAfghan
men.
After a recent raise, basic monthly salaries for troops who
completetraining rangefrom $70 for soldiers toamaximumof
$400 for officers, Sakhi said.
For as longas theyhaye beenpaid, soldiershavecomplained
that it isn't enough.But for troops in the new Afghan army,
there is a particular irritant: Afghan interpreters working with
U.S. soldiers called terps by troopsin the field can earn
morethan an Afghan armyofficer. Theyreceive $400 a month
at theirbase inKabul and at least $435 in the field, said Ist Sgt.

—

—

Abdul Bari.

Maj.Taza Gul, operations officer for the army's Ist Battalion, said that despite recent raises, at least 100 oftheunit's 600
soldiers have quit. More say they'll soon follow.
"Theirhouses were far from Kabul, and the salary wouldn't
have evenbeen enough for bus fare," Gul,43, said in a recent
interview in Qalat, the capital of Zabol province, one of the
main battlegrounds against the Taliban. Gul, who joined the
Afghan army 23 years ago when it was under the control of
Soviet occupiers, gets $180 a month.
"All Afghans have economic problems, so the government
has to do somethingabout this," Gul said. "It is a kind ofhumiliation,and wedon't like this policy."

400. Services
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Loving, energetic nanny
wanted 3 days/wk for sweet
3y0&5 mo on Beacon
Hill. Expd w/refs. Car
preferred. Pay $10+/hr
DOE. Call (206) 861-8005

-
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east, where the troops are widely resented as invaders.

(425)444-2468.

500 ' For Rent

600. Misc.

-

Adoption A happy home,
loving parents & excited
sister await the joy of a new
baby please ca Sniriey \.
800-682-1888 code 88 or
attorney Joan, collect 206
Large First Hill $99 Move- 728-5858
file 5440
In Special! Top floor, funky
\
& charming, 2 bdrm, avail«J,^^: O
able, pet friendly $925-995. Classified adVeitlS(206)329-1351
ing Can help YOU*'

Maxmillian Capital Hill
Economy studio, shared
kitchen & bath $325. Call
Jim Qr Denise (2Q6) 329
s?n

600. Misc.
SU Alum's New Art
Website.
www.RobertaWesterberg.com
Abstract Work & Journal.
Check It Out!
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Editorial

How "Green" is our future?

Who says theSOA is gone?

Cold War era, the era of globalization, the game is no longer between
political nation-states.The gameis
economic. The victory of capitalism has brought the dominanceof
the market that doesn't have national allegiances or ideological
agendas.
Which brings us to the present:
there is a race going on right this
very second,and the winner is going to have all the green.That race
isfor technologicalsuperiority. That
race is for corporate dominance.
That race has started without us.
Green energy is going to become
thedominanttechnology.Theclock
is ticking and whomever has the
best product is going to win.

eral generationsbehind andthe new
designs are not competitive with
the foreign models. Additionally,

in their best economic interest to

direction by including a one-time
$2,000 taxdeduction to hybriddrivers inthe 1999Clean AirAct. Butin
comparison to Bush's $75,000 deduction for business buying luxury
SUVs,it is obvious thatour government is looking backward instead

If you run into any of the 15 SeattleUniversity students whomade
the trek to Ft. Benning, Ga., last weekend to protest at the gates of
the Schoolof the Americas (SOA) military training grounds, take
the time to talk to them about it. Most are affiliated with the
Coalition for Global Concern on campus, and most are willing to
share their experiences.
The point of philosophy is to use the power of thought to create
real change, not just to sit there and think all day. This week, after
reading articles that chronicle amarch on theSOA that was 10,000
strong, wecan restore some faithin the fact thatour generationisn't
justone of theoretical greenpersonalities andaimless philosophers.
The young adults and Jesuits who returned from protests last
week not onlyinterpreted the worldaround them,but translated that
interpretation into action.
But we havemuch to learn from their vigilanceand conviction of
belief translatedintoaction. Vigilance anddialogue about theSOA,
renamed the Western Hemisphere Institute for Security Cooperation (WHISC) in 2001, are needed on a widespread,daily basis in
order to close it, and you are an integral part of that process.
To most whoare well-informed,thename change wasjust acheap
distraction tactic, purely cosmetic.
The point is that the SOA continues to train 700-900 Latin
American soldiers each year in combat, counter-insurgency and
counter-narcotics.In street terminology, theSOAis responsible for
teaching these soldiers fighting strategies for killing revolutions
andthe drug trade. That might not sound so terrible by itself,but the
SOA has a torturous history with a lot of blood on its hands.
The SOA has graduatedover 60,000 soldiers since 1946. Among
those graduateshave been Manuel Noriega and OmarTorrijos (exdictators of Panama),Roberto D'Aubuisson(El Salvador),Leopoldo
Galtieri andRoberto Viola (Argentina),Guillermo Rodriguez (Ecuador) and Hugo Banzer Suarez (Bolivia).
Ten out of 12 officers responsible for the ElMozote Massacre in
El Salvador, killing 900 civilians,wereSOA graduates. Out of 246
officers cited for war crimes in Columbia by a 1992 International
Human Rights Tribunal, 100 were SOA graduates. Out of three
officers citedin the 1980murder of Archbishop Romero,two were
SOA graduates.
Do you know what your taxes are doing to innocent people in
other countries? Find out and do something about it! Go to
www.soaw.org and educate yourself. While you're at it,look into
the other side of the debate. You can find the official WHISC
website at www.benning.army.mil/whinsec.
Now that you know something about it, write a letter to your
congressional representatives. Urge them to shut down the SOA
anduse the compelling evidence the SOA itself has provided.
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foreigngovernmentsare encourag-

inggreen development at a rate far
surpassing America.Thesegovernment programs are creating market
conditions favorable to these foreign automakers' green invest—
ments a growing market that
America is increasingly not competingin.
Ipropose that the American govCharles Wesley
ernment declare its entry into this
Spectator columnist
—
race a new space race for the industrial future of our country.
The internal combustion, fossil
fuel-powered era is over. Like the
The president ought to declarea
date for American fuel-fuel indelong-dead dinosaurs that fuel them,
pendence,a date forall new cars to
gasoline powered cars and trucks
see,
You
the
debate
for
alternafodder
forhisbe green powered. He should unto
become
going
are
veil an economic policy that entory books and museums where tive is not just a moral one.
The truth green technology will courages industry and consumers
children will be taught about the
"way it used to be." The future is eventually become a big business to make the transition from oil to
just like the older, dirtierbig busi- green throughof taxincentives. Tax
green, and it cannot be stopped.
But "green"is sucha loaded word. ness we have now. Big-business credits should be given to consumEven mentioningit implies politi- conservatives who are fighting ers who purchase greencars and to
cal connotations. "Green" is lefty green tech the most ought to be its the corporations that make them.
BillClinton took steps inthe right
environmental speak for Liberal. biggest supporters.Ultimately,it is
Conservatives automatically line up to fight the
"green"line because they
view it as bad for busiBut this is not the connotation Iam invoking in
this column.
Iam not asking how
"green," or fossil-fuelfree, our future is going to
am askinghowmuch
be. I
"green"is goingtobe pulsing through our economy.
Iam wondering how
healthy (wealthy?) our
corporations are going to
be in the years to come. I
want to know how much

"green" the auto industry
is going to have in the

bank when the market
dumps gas-powered cars
in favor of cheaper, efficient alternative-powered
vehicles.
SincetheendoftheCold

America has been
the sole "unrivalled" super-power;yet the world
has continued to change.
The emergence of the global
economy as thedominant paradigm
hasshiftedpowerfrom nation-states
to economic interests. This shift is
inevitable.
While Ithink thecurrent incarnation of globalization has a lot of
problems,especially whenitcomes
to social justice, free trade can be
very beneficial if administered
War,

justly.

What does this have to do with
cars? Everything.
When the Soviets werestill alive
and kicking, America had a "competitor." We had allkinds ofraces.
We had the nuclear arms race, of
course. We had the Russian-Cuban
Regatta during the missile crisis

where theirfreightersraced ourfrigates. We even had the space race.
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But since the U.S. emerged"victorious" we've reveled in our superiority without realizingthat the race
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isn't over.
If only time .would stand still,
right?
But time isn't standing still, and
the racesneverstopped.In this post-

establish green superiority so that
American industry doesn't lose
market share.
Right now Japanese and European automakersare throwing serious money into alternative fuels.
From hybrids to fuel cells, these
companies are out of the gate and
are runninghard.
In this country, these foreign first
generationgreen cars weremet with
skepticism by American manufacturers and politicians: Too expensive, not enough performance, not
practical.
Yet with every new generation,
green cars are getting faster, more
efficient, and cheaper. Toyota and
Honda are already marketinghybrid automobiles in the United
States, establishing a beachhead in
the new race for the future green
markets.
While American automakers are

—

of forward.

Green energy is not onlyanenvironmental or moral position.It is
the economic future. Unless this
country startsto movetowards efficient,greenenergy,industriesfrom
othercountries are going to beat us
to it and dominatethe global market.
We cannot afford to wait until
foreignindustry hasadvancedmultigenerationtechnology inmass production tostart developingourown
Wecannotenter this raceafter it has
already been won.
It is imperative that we get into
this race before foreignindustry has
all the green and we're out of gas.

.

beginning to get into the game,it is
not nearlyenough and thecurrent Charles Wesley is a senior
administration is not helping. English major. Send feedback
American industry is already sev- to wesleyc@seattleu.edu.
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Was SU wrong to stage food fights, turkey bowling?
YES:

NO:
erty.

Kevin Curley
Spectator columnist
We the Students of Seattle University, in
order to form amore united campus, establish exciting Spirit Week events, ensure all
pumpkins wear safety gear while being
launchedfrom a stationaryposition,provide
forthe commonenjoymentofothers,promote
the generalabolishmentofallfood-fighting
rules, and secure theblessings ofthe student
body to ourselves that the 2003 Spirit Week
goesdowninhistory,do ordainandestablish
this Constitutionfor SU's Spirit Week.

Spirit Week is about having fun and not
thinkingabouttheconsequences.SeattleUniversity has a definite problem with school
spirit. We don't have a football team that
draws thousands to our small campus on
Saturdayafternoons during the fall or annual
events that rival most big school traditions.

"Many people living inpoverty areunable
to put anything aside for times when crops
fail, jobsare lost or the price of seeds,tools,
and food rises," says the bank's website.
Nothing is said about spoiled pumpkin
launching, foodfights orfrozen turkey bowling.
Theiremphasis is on improvingthe conditions for farmers in these poverty stricken
areas. Although wasting some of our food
Erica Terence
may be unnecessary, the issue of providing
food to these areas should be aimed at govEditor-in-Chief
ernment agencies, not the SU community.
Lighten up? Irefuse.
The Canadian Foodgrains Bank's goal is to
I was shocked and appalled at the blatant
provide money,grains and seeds for farmers
display
ofexcessivefood wasteSEACadverto plant and livestock.
as
Instead ofenjoyingtheexcitementofSpirit tised a show of SU spirit, and Iwas not
Week,advocatesfor the safetyof yourmashed alone.Signs around campus said something
potatoes may decide to walk out of class in like:"Stressedout?Show your spirit. Join the
protest to the cruelty of the wasted food. FOODFIGHT!"
'
Iobject strongly to showing our spirit and
They IIcarry signs thatread, "PumpkinsHave
Feelings Too," and chant "Turkeys are for finding an outlet for our stress through food
fights for a week straight for an overwhelmeating,not for bowling!"
ing
are
numberof reasons.
course,
as
we
our
grow
up
parents
Of
Celebrating Spirit Week at SU (which,by
always lecturing us about eating all of our
food and about all of the starving people in the way,makes me feel like I'm back inhigh
Somalia.Thisisall true,but it doesn'thave to school) with a massive food fight is a drastic
misrepresentation of a university Ichose to
ruin a good week of wholehearted fun.
The pro-food savingminority should real- attend forits socialjustice principles, awareize that this type ofentertainmentis harmless. ness and activism.
Let's bowl with turkeys, stuff ourselves
Nothing in the rules says you can't eat the
food that was thrown at you, and the five- with saltine crackers, and chug milk until
we're burping littledairy bubbles. That will

compost to grow what we ate made food
wasteless of anissue in ourhouse,but laughing at the daily struggle many people waged
in other parts of the community, country or

world wouldnever have been tolerated.
In eighthgrade,Iattended a private school
outsideof Port-au-Prince, where the Haitian
elite paid $5,000 per year to send their privileged kids.
The school was situated on top of v hill
above a ravine full of trash and goats so
skinny you could never be sure if they were
alive ordead,eventhough they would feed an
entire family for a week. In the school yard
one day, students in a particularly playful
mood began hucking theirlunches across the
tables at one another, shouting in delight.

Lessprivileged neighborhoodkids watched
from outsidethe fences, kids whose families
might earn $300 in a goodyear. Ihadn't been
one ofthe ones throwingfood,but IwilInever

forget the feelings of guilt and embarrassment I was flushed full of on behalf of my

.

classmates thatday We wereallreprimanded
harshly and we deserved it, some of us for
throwing food around in a place where food
was scarce for so many. Those of us who
weren'tthrowing food deservedthescolding,
too, because we didn'tdo anything to stop it.

The food fights that were part of the Spirit
Week thatSEAC dreamed upin itspri vileged
anticipation of the holidays is unnecessary,
excessively inappropriate, immature, and
sickening. We literallyrun therisk of making
showour solidarityof spirit withthose strug- peoplesick when weask them to scarf crackglingagainst the injustices of the world.The ers and chug liquid until they can't do it
poverty whichmakes children's heads twice anymore to see who can do the most.
the size of their bodies; the civil wars which
Slinging food aroundsounds like it could
rage in many countries; thehomeless upand be fun, were it not makinglightof a precious
downBroadwayor foundhuddledupindoor- resource all too scarce for many people.I'm
ways on the streets of Anycity, USA.
not anti-fun, but having a food fightjustifies
We arejust welcoming students home from the insensitive idea that we have fun at the
a trip to Calcutta, as well as a group fromFt. expenseof other peoples' basic humanright
Benning, Ga., who protested the School of to have enough to eat? Is thatsocial justice?
second rule is definitely ineffect.
All of this boils down to people getting the Americas. We are also sending another Is that why we can be proud of our school?
Maybe we should have demonstrated our
worked upovernothing.Insteadofjust going group down to Tijuana in the next couple of
with theflow, there will alwaysbepeoplethat weeks.Howcan we throwand guzzlefood in spirit by making food for Seattle's hungrier
populationsinstead.
break down the issue and look at all the good conscience while we do this?
Not only is this year's Spirit Week an
negativeangles.They'll look at the political
implications, the psychological effect these unwittingmockery ofthe valuesofthis insti- Erica Terenceisajuniorjournalismmajor.
Sendfeedback toterence©seattleu. edu.
events will have,and the amount of foodthat tution, the display(or even the suggestionof
it)
isoffensive
theval
ues
andmoral
to
is wasted which could have been packaged
standard Iwas raised with.
and shipped to the local soup kitchen.
Growing up, "Eat your food; reIf these events didn'toccur,wouldanyone
question the amount offoodwasted everyday member there are starving children
by SU students? Probably not. If you are in Ethiopia," became the ultimate
eating a hamburger and you don't like it, cliche, ironically representative of
you'll throw it away. Not because it was the greatest oppressive injustice we
uncooked or overcooked, but because you knew in our little world.
What would we do?, I wondered.
didn'tlike it. Why couldn't that foodbe sent
Box up our green beans and spaoff to feed someoneelse?
When people tell you thatthe events ofthis ghetti, ship them off to Africa or the
year's Spirit Week goes against social jus- Russian interior,oreven the Dominitice, inform them that they mayneed to look can Republic and hope themold and
a little closer at their own lives. Everyone bacteria weren't too bad todigestby
throws away food, lets things spoil in their the time it arrived?As kids we would
refrigerator, or buys things theyreally don't roll our eyes when we heard adults
need and let them sit in their cupboards for winding up to pitch this line at us,
many years. How is that any better than wagging an authoritative finger in
tossing a pile ofbaked beans across the room our direction.
Fortunately, my family didn'tbeat some unsuspecting freshman?
to
Luckily, Spirit Week went off with a bang lieve in forcing me to finish all the
and ended spectacularly at the top of the food on my plate when it was clear
to
Space Needle for Fall Ball, minus the that it might be a physical impossibility,
but many ofmy friends'famioverbookingof nearlya hundred tickets.
Maybe next year we'llbe pressured by the lies enforced this rule with zeal.
In short,Iwasraisedin an environfood-lovingwhiners and abolish any form of
sent to
ment
wherewastedfood was frowned
excitement that violates the rights of the
mashed potatoes.Of course then it wouldn't upon,if tolerated at all.
If Icouldn't finish my food, Ihad
be any fun.
to prove that I was full by sitting
there staring at it for some time before
Icould leave the table, and I
Kevin Curley is a sophomore political
often
endured a lecture on taking ton,
science major. Send feedback to
at
only
what
Icould eat. Composting
curleyk@seattleu.edu.
@seattleu.edu.
what went uneaten, and using that

Nothing in the rules says you can't eat the

food that was thrown at you. Thefive-second
rule is definitely in effect.
When our sports teams play crosstown
rivals,our fans mainly consist of parentsand
otherRedhawk athletes.Even our facultyand
staff are rarely seen cheering on their students.

Spirit Week is designed to establish some
type of spirit or connection withinour small
community. Thisyear the funstartedonNov.
17 with a dating game in the Cherry Street

Market and ended with the Cosmopolitan
Fall Ball at the Space Needle onNov. 21.
Throughout the week, events were held
around campusthat broughtstudentstogether
to participate in a number of different activities. Events ranged from a food fight in the
Cherry Street Market to pumpkin hurling:
there was even turkeybowling.
Somestudents may find this type of spirit
contradictory to the school's theme of social
justice. They believe that a food fight and
tossing helpless frozen turkeys is a crime or
social injustice.
Do they realize, however, that students
throw away good food at the cafeteriaevery
day? Think about it when you walk past the
dish return in the cafeteria the next timeyou
have dinner. Look at all the food students
eitherdidn't want to eat or after trying the
—
mystery meat realized it shouldhave stayed
on the grill.
I can't stand people who try to disrupt
others who are having fun.They point out the
negatives, rather than looking at the positives. The school tries to promote school
unity and some idiotis fighting to savesome
foodthat most likely wouldhavebeen wasted
anyway.
Have these advocates for the social injustice of wasting fooddone their homework on

—

world hunger?
According to the Canadian Foodgrains
Bank, world hunger is often a resultof pov-

Got somethin' say? Write
a letter the editor, or write
your own opinion column.
Letters can be
spectator@seattleu.edu. If
you're interested in writing a
column, contact Austin BurOpinion Editor,
burtonal
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